NNSA Stamps and Part Marking

**PRE-ACCEPTANCE PART MARKING**
(Permanently marked as directed by product definition)
- WR Definition: for WR USE
  - T026: Part Numbering System
  - T027: Part Marking
  - T131: Product & Equipment Designations
  - Product Designator, Eight-Character WR Part Number and no Use Markings

**MARK QUALITY**
- TO27: Part Marking
  - Non-WR Use part marking is applied during production prior to Verification and NNSA Acceptance - Training Use Only or TUO, JTA, TBO

**POST-ACCEPTANCE DIVERSION STAMPS**
(Applied by the WQA organization)
- MQD
  - Legacy Product with No Diamond Stamp
  - Diverted to Non-WR Mark Quality application

**POST-ACCEPTANCE AND POST-DIVERSION CANCELLATION**
(Applied to cancel the NNSA stamps)
- MQD
  - Quality Status cancelled once degraded

**NON-MARK QUALITY**
- T027: Part Marking
  - Part Marking is applied during production and is not required to be submitted for NNSA Acceptance - PPI USE ONLY